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Compulsory Carriage of Float-Free EPIRBs by January 2021 
AMSA sought industry comment in late 2017 on proposed changes which, if made, would 
require the carriage of a float-free emergency position-indicating radio beacon (EPIRB) on 
most domestic commercial vessels operating more than 2 nautical miles seaward from land. 

The overwhelming number of submissions supported the proposed changes and the concept 
of mandating broader carriage of float-free EPIRBs. However, a number of concerns were 
raised about the additional costs for vessel owners, and also the appropriateness of 
mandating float-free EPIRBs on smaller vessels.  

AMSA General Manager of Standards Brad Groves said float-free EPIRBs offer significant 
safety advantages for crew and passengers on vessels in distress.  
 
“If a vessel rapidly capsizes or sinks, the survival of the passengers and crew depends on 
the transmission of a distress signal.” Mr Groves said. “A float-free auto-activating EPIRB 
can send a call for help within minutes of being submerged in water, without any action by 
the crew.”  
 
Mr Groves said AMSA is giving industry a two-year transition period to plan for the added 
cost of fitting a float-free EPIRB, but encouraged owners to fit one to their vessel as soon as 
possible.  
 
AMSA has amended standards to require the following vessels to carry a float-free EPIRB: 

-     all fishing vessels (Class 3) equal to or greater than 12m in length and operate 
beyond 2 nautical miles seaward from land  

-     all fishing vessels (Class 3) that are less than 12m in length operating in B or C 
waters but only if the vessel does not have level flotation. Vessels that are less than 
12m with level flotation (and those vessels operating between 2 nautical miles out to 
‘C waters’) can continue to carry the kind of EPIRB currently required and will not be 
affected by these changes, and 

The revisions to NSCV Part C7B, Part G and Part F2 will commence on 1 January 2019 – 
however, a 24 month transitional period has been agreed for vessel owners to install a float 
free EPIRB meaning the new requirements will not become mandatory until 1 January 
2021.  

Operators who wish to start carrying a float-free EPIRB prior to this date are encouraged to 
do so.  

 What about vessels less than 7.5 metres?  
AMSA understands that carriage of a float-free EPIRB on some smaller, open vessels may 
be challenging. Over the coming months, AMSA will be developing a general equivalent 
solution (GES) for vessels less than 7.5 metres in length affected by these changes. Vessel 
owners do not need to apply to use the GES.   

Next steps 

AMSA will shortly publish guidance to assist owners and operators of fishing vessels with the 
new requirements relating to float-free EPIRBS.  

AMSA has a video on float free EPIBS at https://www.amsa.gov.au/news-community/news-
and-media-releases/mandatory-float-free-epirbs  

If you have any questions on these changes, please 
email standardssecretariat@amsa.gov.au. 

 



 

AMSA Commences Delivering Maritime Safety Services from 1st July 2018 
 
On 1 July 2018, the Australian Maritime Safety Authority (AMSA) started delivering domestic 
commercial vessel services creating one national system to navigate. 

For those who work in the fishing, pearling and aquaculture industry this now means only 
one set of rules to follow, one point of contact for services and one set of fees - no matter 
where you operate in Australia. 

Going to the AMSA website (www.amsa.gov.au) is the quickest and easiest way to do 
business.  

New online forms are available to guide you through any application and fee payment 
process and you can do this at any time that suits you. There is also a range of self-service 
tools and resources to help you keep up to date with safety standards and requirements. 

AMSA has teams in four locations in Western Australia who are on hand to support you with 
the new processes and systems and give you technical advice about vessel and operations 
safety requirements. If you want to visit in person, AMSA encourages you to phone in 
advance so they can make sure they have the technical staff available to answer your 
questions. 

• Fremantle, Level 3, 3 Cantonment St, Fremantle, (08) 9430 2100 
• Port Hedland, 74 Anderson St, Port Hedland, (08) 91732598 
• Karratha, The Quarter, Suite 1, Level 3, 20 Sharpe Ave, Karratha (08) 9143 1446 
• Geraldton, Unit 2, 270 Foreshore Drive, Geraldton, (08) 9964 7756 

There are also 18 Australia Post Offices around the state where you can lodge and pay for 
your certificate of competency renewals. The relevant form (AMSA 426) can be found on the 
website and will guide you through what is required.  

Certificates of survey and reduced survey regime 
For all commercial vessels with a current certificate of survey, AMSA is issuing a new survey 
certificate that includes: 

• the vessel’s new survey schedule,  
• outlines when surveys are due from now until the certificate expiry date.  

The expiry dates are generally based on when the vessel had its last ‘shaft survey’. Please 
check to ensure your vessel is in the correct survey frequency as listed on your new AMSA 
certificate. Any Class 3 (fishing) vessel that has a fibreglass or timber hull that is over 15 
years old is required to be in medium level survey frequency.  

Periodic surveys can be completed three months before or three months after the due date 
and your full renewal survey can be done any time in the six months before the certificate’s 
expiry date - but not after the expiry date. When your AMSA certificate of survey is due for 
renewal, you will need to complete and submit the relevant form (AMSA 576). Your surveyor 
can send the required survey reports directly to AMSA.  

AMSA is also working to update and correct records following the transfer of data from all 
State marine safety agencies. This work is likely to continue over the next few months. If you 
believe anything on your new certificate is incorrect or missing or you have received a 
certificate for a vessel you no longer own, please send the details to AMSA by emailing 
amsaconnect@amsa.gov.au or call 1800 627 484. Any other certificates of survey held by 
your vessel will continue to be valid.  

Certificate of operation (CoC) and Safety management systems (SMS) 
A certificate of operation sets out the conditions under which a domestic commercial vessel 
(or fleet of vessels) - must operate, including: 

• the specific vessels used in the operation; 
• how and where the vessels can operate; and 



• other conditions AMSA considers necessary due to the vessel or its operation. 
 

A condition of the certificate of operation is that the vessel must have a safety management 
system (SMS) that complies with the requirements in AMSA Marine Order 504. AMSA may 
check at any time that you are meeting the conditions of your certificate. If it is determined 
you are not meeting these conditions compliance action may be taken. 

Certificates of operation are usually valid for five years and many are now coming up for 
renewal. You can renew your certificate using the relevant form (AMSA 504) available on the 
AMSA website. You will need to have a safety management system in place and upload a 
copy of your current certificate of operation as part of your application. 

If you are operating as a company or a trust, AMSA requests you also upload evidence to 
ensure the correct details are on your new certificate. You can generate a company extract 
details by doing a free search at www.asic.gov.au. 

Displaying unique vessel identifiers 
AMSA now requires ‘unique vessel identifiers’. There has been some confusion for current 
vessel owners over what ‘identifier’ needs to be displayed on their vessel. If your vessel had 
an identifier issued or approved for use by a state or territory marine safety agency prior to 
July 2018 and it is currently displayed on the vessel - then this identifier may continue to be 
displayed on the vessel indefinitely. 

AMSA here to help 
As you may expect, AMSA is currently handling a high volume of national system certificate 
applications, following transition of services to AMSA from state and territory marine safety 
agencies.  

If you need to talk to someone, the AMSA Connect contact centre is open from 8am to 5pm 
weekdays on 1800 627 484. The highly skilled customer service team can answer most 
questions on the spot or refer technical questions to a specialist team.  

Introducing a single place to access national system services means a new way of doing 
things for many of you—new systems and lodgment processes, updated forms and a new 
website to navigate. While you get familiar with how to do business with AMSA, they will 
continue to stay in regular contact to keep you updated and assist where needed. 

 

Is your Vessel Part of the Domestic Commercial Vessel Fleet? 

In Australia, domestic commercial vessels are regulated under the National System for 
Domestic Commercial Vessel Safety (the national system). 

If you have a vessel and use it for any commercial, governmental or research activity, then 
you need to meet the safety standards and requirements as set out under marine safety 
laws. 

These requirements will depend on your vessel, your type of operation and area of operation. 

Before you begin operating your vessel commercially, safety requirements for your vessel, 
your operations and your crew must be in place (unless you are exempt). 

Follow the steps to find out if your vessel is a domestic commercial vessel and the safety 
rules you need to meet at: https://www.amsa.gov.au/vessels-operators/domestic-
commercial-vessels/it-domestic-commercial-vessel 
 
 
 



Industry Skills Survey Open for Fishermen’s Input 
This is your opportunity to help identify the future skills needs of your industry. 

The Maritime Industry Reference Committee (IRC) is calling for industry input on a range of 
issues that affect the maritime and fishing industries, including the impact of digital 
transformation. 

Your input will inform the 2019 Maritime IRC Skills Forecast and Proposed Schedule of 
Work. 

Based on industry analysis, the IRC Skills Forecast identifies new and emerging skills and 
their associated training needs. The Proposed Schedule of Work outlines the IRC’s 
recommended four-year plan for developing and reviewing the Maritime Training Package 
which contains the units covering all skippers and engineering tickets for the fishing industry.  

It would be appreciated if you could encourage your members to complete an on-line survey 
to be found at: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/skillsforecast 

You could also make a submission at: 
 https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/callforsubmissions 
 
The Survey and Call for Submissions will close on Monday, 14 January 2019. 
 
 
AMSA Reviews Qualifications for Tickets for Skippers and Engineers. 

On 1 July 2013, the new National System for Domestic Commercial Vessel Safety 
commenced. The National System brought the eight State/Territory sets of rules together into 
one regulatory scheme based on nationally-agreed standards for commercial vessels, 
including crew competency standards.  
 
In 2014 AMSA established an Industry Reference Group (IRG) to review the 
competencies/qualifications standards (NSCV Part D) for skippers and engineers tickets for 
near coastal commercial vessels - including fishing vessels.  
 
However in 2016, before the recommendations from the IRG process were implemented, 
AMSA decided to do a full assessment of the legislative and regulation base for all standards 
and marine orders. This assessment has now progressed to the point that AMSA can 
recommence the review of ‘competency standards’. 
 
In August 2018 AMSA established the Near Coastal Qualifications Review Industry 
Reference Group (IRG) to provide a consultation forum to assist in the review of Marine 
Order 505 (Certificates of competency – national law) 2013 and the National Standard for 
Commercial Vessels Part D – Crew competencies. https://www.amsa.gov.au/qualifications-
training/domestic-qualifications 
 
AMSA expects to finalise the review process by Mid 2019. 
 
The IRG membership consists of a small group of industry representatives, who cover the 
broad spectrum of near coastal commercial vessel operations. The fishing, pearling and 
aquaculture industry are represented by Heidi Mumme (WAFIC), Aaron Irving (National 
Aquaculture Council) and Tom Cosentino (Seafood Industry Australia).  
 
The IRG is a reference group and has no decision making function. AMSA will consider the 
advice and views of the group but is not bound by their views.  
 
The IRG met for the first time in Canberra in September 2018 to consider a range of policy 
and qualification issues raised by industry during broader marine safety consultations by 



AMSA over the past few years.  
 
A draft discussion paper will be created for further consideration by the IRG in November 
2018 before release of a discussion paper for public consultation over a three month period 
December 2018 – March 2019.  
 
Public comments will then be considered by the IRG and final recommendations forwarded 
to AMSA in April/May 2019 for finalization and instigation by 1st July 2019. 
Any comments on competency/qualifications for skippers or engineers tickets can be 
forwarded to: 
 
Sherri Ramsay, Senior Advisor, Seafarer Standards  sherrilea.ramsay@amsa.gov.au 
_________________________________________________________________ 

Transition to 2020 low sulphur fuel  

From 1 January 2020, all ships and vessels operating anywhere in the world will be required 
to use fuel oil with a maximum sulphur content of 0.5 per cent m/m. 

Vessels can also use an IMO approved equivalent method, such as an exhaust gas cleaning 
system (scrubber), provided the resulting emissions are the equivalent of 0.5 per cent m/m 
sulphur. 

This new limit aims to reduce the impacts of sulphur oxide (SOx) emissions from shipping on 
the environment and human health. 

Australian ships, ports, refineries and fuel suppliers will need to make sure they are ready for 
the global implementation of this regulation. 

The IMO is to finalise guidance on the development of a Ship Implementation Plan (SIP) in 
October 2018. These plans are non-mandatory, however, can used by a ship to plan and 
execute their transition to the 1 January 2020 requirement. This guidance includes a 
template that can be used to develop the plan. 

Recent discussions at the IMO have also seen an agreement to ban the use and carriage for 
use, of non-compliant fuel, unless a ship has an exhaust gas cleaning system (scrubber) 
onboard. This will be considered by the IMO in October 2018 and, if adopted, will come into 
force globally on 1 March 2020. 

Further discussions by the IMO on additional measures to support the implementation will 
take place in February 2019. This will include the development of a set of guidelines on the 
transition, which cover: 

• preparatory and transitional issues 
• the impact on fuel and machinery systems of using low sulphur fuels 
• compliance and enforcement considerations 
• handling the non-availability of compliant fuel oil. 

AMSA continues to engage interested stakeholders on the implementation of the 1 January 
2020 sulphur requirement through a series of roundtable discussions and direct consultation. 

AMSA and Maritime Industry Australia Ltd will hold a joint roundtable discussion for 
interested stakeholders on Tuesday 25 September 2018, hosted by Viva Energy in Sydney. 

If you would like to participate in this roundtable discussion or the consultation, 
please email imoenvironment@amsa.gov.au. 


